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The issue sounds simple is just by the absence of sub menus etc. He makes little sounds of some nice organ in
September. C is very close to sh except that it must bypass the sequencer that prevents a good fit noon with the
pro solo eg. There are kits shunt, c is a bit boring actually. Plug into the headphone jack out of both speakers
SYNC24 sync convertible noon with a box I think it keyboard legs of flies and sensitive ultra ractif all plastic
looks a bit cheap, it looks like a toy! A filter, and all the fuss basic no effect. No memory, you can always save
some sort of noise on a tape magntique! To save your sole and exclusive pattern a song, so plutt to be
forgotten each extinction machine, and then replay the sound so that it finds your components. I have not tried
and I do not do it! In the era I think that default noon and sequenage worthy of the name has earned a
commercial fiasco. The manual is clear plutt. The squenceur Abrat is a kind of nature: Otherwise, a sampler, it
is a pure joy of sound. I will personally try to midifier order to compose patterns. Russia to have low sub
wonderful, good for all sorts of blips, bass acidouilles short, it covers a range of high quality electronics.
Mono so, but you get to sample beautiful harmonies. The ratio quality price is a bit expensive because today is
the price of vintage. But when you love, has not many. A remake that choice, I say yes without hsiter. Editing
sounds easier for those who know the analog The manual is clear when you look at the light mdr!! Pour who
would take me a cretin cretin. I do it again this choice without hesitate 6 of 11 people found this review
helpful Did you find this review helpful? The sounds that can be drawn are quite simple but well made, the
dynamics are as good on most analog. But even comparing hardware sequencers is in fact the programming
mode is catastrophic, but it seems that one can CRER tubes techno by typing notes at random! The manual is
clear and complete, but what a squence To create complexity, makes it the best back up a MIDI and the kit
you can enjoy the quality of synthtiseur and forget squenceur. The bass is deep and trs leads are fine, so it is
complete but less monophonic typ That a TB for example. For me the synth part is really good and all just trs
Funky, however the game is anything but music sequencer and intuitive I do not like the sequencer TB The
form of fader controllers are quite nice, easy to handle, it can be used like a cross fader mixer hiphop to
modulate the sound, trs fun. As against the use of squenceur trs is making head, my personal, I dropped prfrant
much use live. I use it live with a group instead psycherock, as well as studio projects for electro and hiphop. I
do not like the sequencer, too ugly to use a machine without memory! To make sounds percussion, analog
bleep, etc she is doing well too trs. I bought euros the era, and I do not really regret, and I would do without
hsiter this purchase!
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Extensive updates added to this page in September and February Additionally, Synhouse has discouraged MC
Factory Installations for a while now, as they take a tremendous amount of time, require an unreasonable
amount of care and caution due to the fragility of the MC inside and out, and the job creates an incredible
mess of the workspace, throwing crumbs and shards of plastic everywhere. Therefore, this article has been
vastly improved and simplified to encourage people to do their own free self-installations. This page has been
reworked and updated at least twice before, but this is by far the biggest update yet. First, some performance
notes should be added here. Second, the quality of the installations done here and the attention to detail has
improved considerably over ten years, with more time being spent on most of them for various reasons. More
specialty tools are used in these installations, and instead of making the installations go quicker, it makes them
take longer, to do neat procedures that would have been simply skipped otherwise. In the case of the Roland
MC, the problem, at least in terms of the time it takes when the installation is done here, is all the work done
nibbling away at the plastic. Users probably do the installation more quickly than it is done here. The work
done here is super clean, beyond super clean, and it is a very, very rare occasion to see work done by users or
other shops that is as cosmetically clean as the work done by Synhouse. For example, the plans specify the
exact size of drill bits to use to get a precise fit with smooth operation for the tact switch and for best
accessibility for the trimpot scale adjustment, but almost any installation seen in the field not done by
Synhouse has had those specified hole sizes simply ignored. It is common for people to complain about how
cheap and crappy the MIDIJACK switch is, and they occasionally ask how to replace it with something better.
They break the switch because they mount the board wrong. Not one switch installed by Synhouse has failed.
When mounted in the right size hole with the right use of the washers as depth shims, it is almost impossible
to break that switch. It will outlast the entire synthesizer. Every detail is useful. The plastic work with the
Dremel took 2 hours and 35 minutes alone. While the circuitry of the MC has a great sound, the physical
construction of the MC can be described, in strictly scientific terms, as a shit sandwich. It is all plastic outside
with garbage inside. Instead of being made of FR4 epoxy impregnated 94V flameproof fiberglass as anything
from any decent company is, the PC boards that Roland used in the MC and Juno, and no doubt hundreds of
other products are made of paper phenolic. PC boards made out of this material are about as durable as stale
saltine crackers. This is a grade of material so low that it is doubtful that a reputable PC board vendor in the
United States could even supply it. All PC boards should be double sided. It has nothing to do with the need to
have components on both sides, it is because a board that is copper clad on both sides and has the holes copper
and tin plated all the way through, connecting the top and bottom sides both physically and electrically, is
vastly stronger and has better connectivity over the long haul. With this in mind, the installer must exercise
extreme caution when doing an installation in an MC For example, the simple act of separating the upper and
lower circuit boards by pulling them out of the plastic standoffs can crack the PC boards themselves. Many
Roland Junos, etc. The pricing for some installations has been changed, with the MC being highest. Since the
MC pricing should be constrained closer to what the resulting MIDI MC is really worth, there is some
discount, but the current pricing is well more than double what it had been in the past. Do it yourself for FREE
using the plans below. For this reason, the MC article below has been improved to make it easier for
customers to do free self-installations. The updated article is below: You may be able to do this yourself if you
have experience with electronic repair and the soldering of wires and circuit boards. If not, Synhouse can
provide Factory Installation. The labor for this one is priced higher than any other synthesizer for the reasons
stated above, plus current costs for the new external power supply required for the MIDI upgrade. This price
covers the cost of the labor and supplies used for the upgrade but does not cover shipping the synthesizer
round-trip to Los Angeles, California. Check with Synhouse Factory Installation for the latest information on
the pricing and availability of this service. The customer is not required to supply schematics for this particular
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installation, as it is well known to Synhouse. The work will be performed within approximately ten business
days. For self-installation, it is best to print these notes out on paper to look at while working on the
instrument and make notes and check off the steps as you go. As with any project, it is best to completely read
and understand each step of the instructions before starting. The particular installations on which this
document is based were Roland MCs serial numbers and , other revisions may be different. All repairs and
modifications made to your instruments will be done at your own risk and Synhouse Multimedia Corporation
assumes no liability for personal injury caused or damage to equipment or loss of use caused directly or
indirectly by the use of these plans. If you do not have them, get them. You will need a regular size Phillips
screwdriver, a smaller size Phillips screwdriver, needlenose pliers, wire cutters or other flush cut nippers, a
hobby knife such as an X-Acto, scissors, a soldering iron, solder, electrical insulating tape or heat shrink
tubing if you have it because it never becomes sticky or falls off , and a black Sharpie permanent ink marking
pen. It is the only sensible way to locate and verify the proper points. Be sure that all functions work. The
difficulty comes when trying to fit the new MIDI hardware inside the tiny plastic case without damaging the
extremely flimsy MC The whole MIDI conversion job might take hours, depending how crafty you get
chiseling away bits of plastic to get a good fit. This is one installation not to be rushed. Place the board on a
soft nonconductive surface. This will be the most difficult part and it is left entirely up to the installer. The
easiest place to mount the board and DIN jack would be inside the battery box. Originally, the test unit done
by Synhouse for the purposes of writing this article was done another way, where the battery box was left
empty and the MIDI input DIN jack is on the lower panel piece in the right rear corner facing out to the right
hand side, and the MIDIJACK board is mounted with smaller hardware under the control panel just to the rear
of the VCA section, as seen here in MCpic1: This makes for a cleaner installation, but more than doubles the
amount of time required to do the work. This spot is a very tight fit and much care must be taken to get the
holes drilled in precisely the right places and to avoid short-circuits. There is literally no space for the standard
MIDIJACK board configuration here so the aluminum mounts were removed and shorter ones were held in
place by epoxy glue. Some electrical insulating tape was placed over the top of the electronic components
beneath the MIDIJACK board to eliminate the possibility of short circuits if the epoxy came loose and the
board came down. This way, no matter, it has nowhere to go, it is trapped in the 10 millimeters of space under
the control panel. The internal views of this mounting of the board in the battery box can be seen here in
photos MCpic1b, MCpic1c, MCpic1d, and MCpic1e: The inner battery box cover, though no longer needed to
hold the batteries in place, can be put back in place to provide chassis stiffness. In order to do that, you will
need to cut a hole for board clearance. In the example shown below in photos MCpic1f, MCpic1g, and
MCpic1h show the hole having been marked with a Sharpie pen, started with a pilot hole to provide additional
clearance for the optoisolator that protrudes from the board, and finally being cut with a Dremel Moto-Tool: A
hot knife might do this more quickly and without throwing plastic chips everywhere. In the case of the
el-cheapo plastic case of the MC, the chassis punch could never be used, but the new step drills can cut the
hole much more quickly than an X-Acto knife ever could, as shown in MCpic1i: Photos MCpic1j, MCpic1k,
MCpic1l, MCpic1m, and MCpic1n show the hole having been trimmed up with an X-Acto knife, extra holes
drilled for mounting and screw clearance, and the DIN jack installed after the contacts were bent slightly
inward for clearance: Once carefully taped in place, the holes may simply be drilled through the paper. Do not
use a high-speed drill when drilling plastic. The chassis pieces of the MC are made of soft plastic and a
high-speed drill will build up friction, generate heat, and burn the plastic permanently. Drill at the slowest
speed available. If your drill is not slow enough to safely drill plastic, you can use an X-Acto knife to make
the holes by twisting. You can use a standard X-Acto knife blade with the sharp point and twist it in place
until it starts to dig a little hole. When it gets close to reaching the other side, you can look outside and see the
tip coming through and dig back from the outside as well. A perfectly round hole can be shaped using this
technique. When an AC adapter is plugged in, the DC IN jack switches out the connection between the
batteries and the synthesizer circuitry. To check and see how it is working, both before and after you replace
the original power supply, measure the voltage: With the instrument turned on, this will show you the voltage
under a real load. The original unregulated power voltage is too low, so we will use a new power supply. This
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must have a co-ax type of power connector with an inside diameter of 2. This is not the best way to wire a
power connector because if it is dropped on a grounded metal surface the outside will touch and short circuit
into the ground, but that is the way Roland did it on the MC Most power supplies you will be able to find will
be wired in the opposite polarity, but it is easy to cut the connector off and reverse the polarity for use with the
MC Be careful to insulate the wires after resoldering. This power supply is such a common type of part that
you may already have one in your junk box, but in the USA, a good and friendly source for this part is Jameco
Electronics. The Jameco catalog number is Jameco has many more that will work just as well. Be sure to
remove the batteries from the MC It will no longer be operated on battery power. The ground wire is going to
the tip terminal of the power jack. In the photo you can see the wires you are adding are the thin ones. You
must move the top board to expose the circuitry below on the bottom board. Do not try to unscrew it. The
correct way to do this is to use pliers from below and pinch the tips of the nylon standoffs to release the
catches so you can push the tips through. Later you can just press them back in place with the original snap fit.
Locate IC 18 on the main lower board of the MC It is an 8-pin chip. Look at the bottom of the PCB. Note that
pins 1 and 2 are connected by the lower trace. You will leave them connected.
Chapter 3 : Din Sync: Adding proper CV/Gate inputs to a Roland MC
Manual Roland has made manuals for most of their products available as free PDF downloads. Patch File This is a text
file outlining the settings for an Acid Patch on the Roland MC Courtesy of Music Machines.

Chapter 4 : MC Analog User Modifications
EMBED (for www.nxgvision.com hosted blogs and www.nxgvision.com item tags).

Chapter 5 : User reviews: Roland MC - Audiofanzine
Full text of "Roland MC Owner's Manual" See other formats ^Roland Â® MC- Owner's Manua [^Roland MicroComposer
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Chapter 6 : Roland MC User reviews -Page 1
FEATURES gyn. You can enter music data just by typing the NUM8ER keys STEP or by piawng the with rmtrorwre.
Attritxits Act-ant music up anottw.

Chapter 7 : ROLAND MC service manual | www.nxgvision.com
Check the heading on this page: Product manual or files Or search our Samples/Files/Manuals section! We have
hundreds of manuals added to the site! You'll see this reminder one more time after which it will not appear.

Chapter 8 : Full text of "Roland MC Owner's Manual"
For the exact GATE times per STEP, see the page Step & gate length. The display does not show the current note
GATE time, because you can fine-tune the GATE time much more precise, than just one of the 5 fast GATE settings [].

Chapter 9 : Din Sync: Roland MC Service Manual
The is a female it sounds very sweet, but it lacks the aggressive muscles. Like mentioned before, the sequencer is very
similar to the MC-4, the one Vince Clarke used.
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